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Interpreters are part of a complex system involving multiple human and technological agents, some of which are aggregated into the form of interpreting agencies. Interpreting is shaped by the ergonomics of the agency as well as by those of the courtroom, hospital or conference centre. The changing British economic climate and contractualism across the public services have brought the role of agencies to the fore. Drawing upon ethnographic data, the paper explicitly links the effect of agency management to practices on the ground and investigates the ergonomic barriers perceived by interpreters. We identify a set of organisational imperatives for recruitment, work allocation, professional ethics and collaborative working. As a key information interface, agencies do not always interact effectively with interpreters or consider their own ergonomic impact. We conclude that there is a need for more research on agencies as workplaces and employers of interpreters in the community.
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1. Public service interpreting in the UK: Professionalisation from above

Recent decades have witnessed growing demands from professional bodies for re-landscaping the field of public service interpreting (PSI) in the UK (Townsley 2007). High-level efforts to regulate the professions abound, including the launches of the Diploma in Public Service Interpreting (DPSI) in 1991 and the National Register of Public Service Interpreters (NRPSI) in 1994, plus the recent success of legislative endeavours (e.g., EU directives 2010/64) in promoting the classic pathway towards securing occupational autonomy. However, paradoxical to the
seemingly promising future of PSI’s ongoing professionalisation (Larson 1977; Macdonald 1995) is the unglamorous nature of everyday interpreting, characterised by low prestige (Pöchhacker 2004), cheap labour (Mikkelson 1996), ad-hoc provision (Hale 2007) and other discouraging components. This sharp contrast is likely to trigger disruption in the efficacy of frameworks for interpreters’ self-regulation.

In fact, in contrast to the enthusiasm for top-down restructuring, interpreters increasingly find their status questioned by policy-makers. The reality of frontline interpreting has not been substantially changed by regulatory intervention. This can partly be explained by the introduction of contracted agencies — characteristic of neo-liberalism, which favours flexible specialisation, blurred boundaries and centralised management control (Freidson 2001) — into the PSI sector. The pursuit of higher quality service in the PSI field has little to do with respect for knowledge or a shared ‘service ethic’ (Wilensky 1964) shaped through years of professional training. Rather, it comes as a result of the bureaucratic measurement and external monitoring, which force interpreters to behave in a manner considered professional. This professionalisation process of PSI is therefore initiated “from above” rather than “from within” (Evetts 2011), signalling a shift of work sovereignty from individual interpreters to the organisational (agency) managers. The dynamic system of interpreting provision often pivots on the competence of agencies in interpreter selection, job allocation and communication with public sector clients. Their backstage influences on interpreters performance can no longer be underestimated when PSI is arguably becoming a member of the ‘hybrid professions’ (Noordegraaf 2007; Colley and Guéry 2015) — a cluster of occupations (e.g., homecare workers, paralegals, midwives) in the public sphere that merely take on the look of professions without having actual jurisdictional control over practice (Evetts 2011).

Current socio-political changes set the scene for a re-examination of the contemporary role of agencies in organising the work of interpreting professionals. Whilst the interpreter’s workplace is often construed as “that space in which communication is mediated by interpreting”, every practitioner knows that what happens backstage is in fact critical to delivery of frontline services. The work involved in the provision of interpreting is therefore shaped by the ergonomics of the agency as well as by those of the courtroom, hospital or conference centre. Our overarching aim in this paper is thus to appraise the intended compatibility between interpreters and their work systems, accounting for the managerial and regulatory work undertaken by agencies, and to understand the impact of these relationships on the working lives of interpreters and the profession at large. Pivotal to this tripartite relation between the interpreter, the organisation (agency) and the profession is the management that propels the PSI work system. Accordingly,
our research objective necessarily involves identifying the organisational and managerial tasks that regulate the work, so that a rational evaluation of their impact on interpreting practice can be implemented in future work. This leads to the first question to be addressed: To what extent are human factors incorporated in the organisational design and management of PSI practice?

The second objective is to explore the ergonomic effectiveness (see our explanation of ‘cognitive ergonomics’ below) of the measures implemented, focusing on the experiences of human operators who perform the work tasks. To that end, we are particularly keen to know: what are the ergonomic concerns that remain unaddressed in practice? An ergonomic analysis of the work process is employed to understand the importance of maintaining compatibility between organisational principles and the needs of human operators. Specifically, we build upon earlier findings (Dong and Napier 2016) and further explore ergonomic issues emerging from an interpreting agency case study. Through a qualitative thematic analysis (Hale and Napier 2013) of observational data and semi-structured interviews, the viewpoints of managers and interpreters regarding work process issues are compared in order to reveal hitherto under-appreciated aspects of the psychogeographical environments within which PSI practitioners operate.

The following section reviews the extant research on agencies as workplaces and the employment status of interpreters. We then identify and discuss, in the light of our data, the research gaps where an ergonomic perspective can contribute. We conclude by stating how our study augments understanding of the work and wellbeing of interpreters.

2. Interpreting agencies: Beyond the “third client”

It is hard to get to grips with agency-interpreter relationships without attending to the emergence of managerialism and contractualism in British social and welfare professions since the 1980s (Flynn 1990). In this context, agencies arise as a result of reduced expenditure on public service provision and political reliance on a free market that favours flexible labour and ‘lean’ employment relationships (Purcell, Purcell, and Tailby 2004). As a vital part of contemporary workplace, many agencies do not merely act as neutral go-betweens but exercise various modes of control over the non-standard workforce (Gossett 2006). While the organisational modes of agencies vary, it is their role in managing contingent workforces that has hitherto appealed to researchers (King, Burke, and Pemberton. 2005; Hoque and Kirkpatrick 2008; Carey 2013). A major problem is that agency personnel are often hired in a selling capacity against a sales-oriented work culture. They often “have an inferior knowledge of the task environment in which candidates will be
required to work” (King et al. 2005, 987), restricting the chance to match a satisfactory person to the task. Agency workers typically cover the full spectrum from highly-skilled free agents at one end to low-valued, easily replaceable labour at the other (Kunda, Barley, and Evans 2002). The latter are often faced with undesirable work conditions and limited professional support (Kirkpatrick and Hoque 2006).

While British PSI work may seem to epitomise flexible employment in many ways, the interactions between PSIs and agencies remain under-researched (cf. Ozolins 2007). Scant examination has been dedicated to the specifics of managerial activities taking place within agencies, though the scandals of outsourcing legal interpreting services in the Criminal Justice System spurred huge anger from many practitioners (PI4J 2012). In the wider literature, accounts of the structural changes generated by changing patterns of employment tend to be merely summative. In Australia (Ozolins 2000) and Sweden (Norström, Gustafsson, and Fioretos 2011), as well as in Scotland (Pérez et al. 2006), interpreting provision is predominantly delivered by freelancers and rarely by permanent staff employed either by agencies or directly by the authorities, making the interpreters’ situation in the international labour market highly insecure. The Swedish case study (Norström, Fioretos, and Gustafsson 2012) on the working conditions of community interpreters shows that professionalism was undermined by worsening salary structures, low social status and poor employment support. In particular, the authors point out that the deregulation of the market leads to competition between many agencies, forcing down prices and compromising quality. No public supervision is exercised to monitor their management, nor is there any guarantee that they will send qualified or authorised professionals to deliver services. On the other hand, interpreters in the Swedish study report that they are rarely informed of assignment details by agency representatives and are thus unable to be emotionally prepared for potential challenges. The work process can be further complicated by the convoluted layers of stakeholders nested in the system. Harrington (1997) identified some management forms adopted by sign language interpreting providers, ranging from agencies funded by local authorities on a corporate basis, to those contracted by responsible authorities such as social services departments. Yet uncertainty remains as to how effectively multiple parties’ expectations are communicated via relevant channels of information to the point of service.

Discussion of the employment status of interpreters is equally noteworthy. Harrington (1997) compared the working conditions of freelance and salaried interpreters. Given the two co-existing working modes, he asserted that agencies, in order to continue employing qualified interpreters, should formulate equivalent policies for both part-time and full-time practitioners. One particular concern was that managers did not allow interpreters to comment on inappropriate assignments and working conditions via a formal grievance procedure. Most relevantly,
Ozolins (2007) pointed out that many self-employed PSIs fail to recognise that agencies are actually their ‘third client’ — besides the two main parties (i.e., the service providers and users) in common interpreting encounters. Agencies are, however, not just clients of interpreters: the inter-dependence between the two is much more complex than a client-provider relationship would suggest. We therefore take the view that an investigation into how agencies act beyond the perceived clientele role is necessary. There is an ongoing tension between agencies’ requirements and interpreters’ autonomous decision-making. Understandings of professionalism sometimes diverge and managerial priorities may not always coincide with the interests of interpreters. This may, in part, be due to an unequal distribution of power between the parties. Given agencies’ exclusive access (under the procurement mechanisms currently widespread in Britain) to public sector clients, and variations in management competence, it is hard to imagine that individual interpreters can actually respond to all three ‘clients’ in the same fashion.

In sum, two major gaps in the study of the agency-interpreter relationship are identified. On the one hand, the scarce research so far has only implicitly touched upon some dimensions of working conditions as experienced by interpreters. Agency-related factors that may prevent interpreters from functioning effectively at work have been subject to little in-depth investigation: much of what has been claimed proceeds from a weak empirical base. Secondly, studies of the actual work process choreographed by interpreting agencies have, at best, been rudimentary. The effect of managerial control at the operational level is rarely linked explicitly to shop-floor practices. Concomitantly, mutual expectations of this ‘cooperative pair’ have rarely been contextualised or cross-examined. This calls for a systematic approach to examine the components of managerial practice in situ and to see how they impact upon the work process of interpreters.

3. An ergonomic perspective: In search of the “fit”

Ergonomics, also known as the analysis of ‘human factors’, is concerned with the understanding of interactions among humans with other elements of a socio-technical system (IEA 2000). Lying at the heart of the discipline is the enduring search for design methods and principles to optimise human well-being and overall system performance (Bridger 2003). This sets the agenda in practice for ergonomic professionals, who are particularly responsible for making the system (e.g., artefact, facility, group, organisation or society) compatible with the abilities, needs and limitations of people. In the organisational context, this means matching the work with the people, tools, environment, rewards and other artefacts in the system. We find this line of thought highly relevant to our inquiry in that agencies
can be perceived as a layer of information interface nested in the complex system of PSI (Figure 1).

Figure 1. PSI workplace as an integrated part of the social-technical system (adapted from Rasmussen 2000).

In this system, the agency, situated between the service requestors and suppliers, functions to dispatch suitable interpreters to meet the demands of clients. The core task of agencies, in light of the definition of ergonomics, is therefore to match the right interpreter with the right assignment at the right workplace, i.e., to enable a balanced compatibility or ‘fit’. Of vital importance here is how information about the work — without which the ergonomic judgement of the fit can hardly be established — can be transmitted from the requestor via agencies to reach interpreters and vice versa.
In this connection, organisational and cognitive ergonomics lay foundations for conceptualising management activities and interpreting practice respectively. Organisational ergonomics deals with the optimisation of organisational processes, including the social design of communication systems, interaction routines within working groups, organisational culture and quality management (IEA 2000). Ergonomists consider workers and their working environment as a highly interactive joint cognitive system (Hollnagel and Woods 2007) where determinants of performance failures should not be sought only in work. As stated by Curie and Hajjar (1987, 38, cited in Daniellou 2005, 414), “Each sub-system of activity is motivated by, and receives information from, what is happening in the other systems”. This means the functionality of the agency sub-system would invariably affect the practice of interpreters. Accordingly, system ergonomics focuses on examining, accounting for, and enhancing the design of a system, and people’s interactions with it, so that workers and the work can be organised to the best effect (Wilson 2014). Built on this rationale, we explore the extent to which human factors are incorporated in the organisational design and management of PSI practice.

Cognitive ergonomics, on the other hand, examines whether the solutions adopted suit the needs and characteristics of the users (IEA 2000). While its ultimate goal is also to improve work processes, the point of departure and the focus of cognitive ergonomics is the human being: it seeks to account for and respond to the implications of workers’ mental processes — “how a person attends, remembers, makes decisions, communicates and acts in a particularly designed work system” (Cañas, Velichkovsky, and Velichkovsky 2011, 6). This necessitates an exploration of the workers’ perceptions of constraining factors (e.g., communication barriers, health and safety, stress) that might affect their work performance. The essential task in cognitive ergonomics is trying to identify and understand the challenges posed by workplace processes and the adjustments workers implement in order to address them, thereby providing useful information in advance or fixing faulty systems to minimise concerns (Hollnagel 1997). We are therefore interested in those ergonomic concerns relating to agency-managed interpreters that remain unaddressed in practice.

We believe an ergonomic perspective with its focus on work process (organisational ergonomics), users’ experiences (cognitive ergonomics) and their interaction is particularly applicable to our enquiry. This is in fact, not an entirely novel endeavour in our discipline. Colleagues in translation studies have already entered the workplace and reaped fruitful outcomes from work-process research. Studies focusing on the organisation and management of translation services (e.g., Gouadec 2007; Risku, Windhager, and Apfelthaler 2013; Kuznik and Verd 2010) renew attention to translation as work and employment. Ergonomics provides a
framework to assess how translators use highly technologised tools. While interpreters have fewer technological barriers to overcome (or assistive devices to call upon, depending upon one’s point of view), they do in many contexts work face-to-face with information interfaces of all shapes and sizes, with agencies being one of the most important interfaces. From this angle, it is safe to say that the ergonomic challenges that translators and interpreters are confronted with are not entirely the same but that their nature is revealingly comparable.

4. Case and methods

Fieldwork for this analysis was conducted under a generic case study strategy (Yin 2003). Commonly adopted by organisational researchers, this approach is regarded as useful in “understand[ing] how the organisational and environmental context is having an impact on or influencing social processes” (Hartley 2004, 325). We approached a national PSI service provider to negotiate entry into its business venue where day-to-day interpreting work is organised. The company Insight was “purposively sampled” (Patton 2002, 230) because it is one of the very few major agencies in the country run by managers with interpreting experience and has secured key indications of government approval including responsibility for certain high-stakes national training provision. These features suited our search for an information-rich example, where an independent research perspective would constitute a welcome learning opportunity for the business, thus bringing to life the concept of empowerment through knowledge exchange (Turner and Harrington 2000).

Data collection and analysis went hand in hand over a number of months in the field, but for the purpose of clarity, we present the process here in separate stages. Firstly, observational data (detailed description of the types of data used in Table 1) were collected over three months during which Dong was assigned to a dedicated workstation so that she could work relatively unobtrusively alongside agency colleagues. It was agreed that Dong could come to the office two to three days a week, depending on her availability. With the permission of the general manager, field notes were taken manually to record informal interaction, incidents, and the observation of work procedures, ranging from lunch breaks and in-car conversations to chance encounters on the stairs. Further descriptive accounts were noted down after the event, so that what was left out due to the strain

1. The research design had been pre-approved by our institutional ethics committee.
2. Insight is a pseudonym.
of keeping pace with the ongoing communication could be filled in, in a timely manner. On occasions, including formal events such as board meetings, job interviews and training sessions, audio-recording was conducted with complementary notes. Additionally, a research journal was written to record the researcher’s own reflections.

Table 1. Overview of data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Original data (intended) audience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>22 questions</td>
<td>25 interpreters who newly registered with Insight attending the induction session at Insight.</td>
<td>Analysis for the study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field notes (observational)</td>
<td>25,000 words (250 hrs)</td>
<td>Conversation between staff; comments on emerging incidents; applicant screening and recruitment process.</td>
<td>Internal staff; job applicants; analysis for the study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting minutes</td>
<td>5,000 words</td>
<td>One board meetings and training planning meetings.</td>
<td>Meeting attendees (board members and training team).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio-recording of the induction</td>
<td>4.5 hours</td>
<td>Key-note speech and presentation slides.</td>
<td>Interpreters who newly registered with Insight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research journal</td>
<td>3,000 words</td>
<td>Reflective notes on participant observation.</td>
<td>Analysis for the study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-house archival data</td>
<td>50 pages</td>
<td>Email communications; corporate rules and norms.</td>
<td>Freelance interpreters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artefacts/websites</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Organisational logos, symbols and information leaflets.</td>
<td>Prospective interpreters; stakeholders; general public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London PIJ seminar</td>
<td>4 hours</td>
<td>Seminar discussion, remarks of manager from Insight.</td>
<td>NRPSI interpreter representatives across the country.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While a large amount of “naturally-occurring data” (Silverman 2006, 21) addressing managerial activities was made accessible owing to the advantage of participant observation, it was equally important to gather “research-provoked” data which would allow interpreters to give voice to their work experience with agencies and their perception of professionalisation policies (especially, when their voices are mostly unheard in the organisational discourse). Moreover, controversial issues emerging from the unobtrusive data could then be triangulated and further clarified by the parties concerned. For this reason, semi-structured interviews were
conducted with five agency members and 15 freelance interpreters who take assignments not only from Insight but also from other agencies. The background of informants can be found in Tables 2 and 3. During the individual interviews, the protocol of “grand tour questions” followed by “mini-tour questions” (Spradley 1979, 86–88) was adopted. Examples of the questions we asked include: “How did you start to work as an interpreter?” and “Could you describe your understanding of professionalism?” The aim of such interviews is to “encourage informants to ramble on and on” and “offer almost unlimited opportunities for investigating smaller aspects of experience” (Spradley 1979, 86–88). These interviews, each of which lasted from 60–90 minutes, were digitally recorded, fully transcribed and thematically coded.

To make sense of the full data-set, a grounded-theoretic approach (Glaser and Strauss 1967) was adopted. We began by assembling all of the collected evidence into a single digitalised file. With the aid of N-Vivo 10 software, we then used open-coding to identify relevant concepts by scrutinising the document line-by-line, and grouped them into first-order codes, seeking traces of the ergonomic considerations in the work processes and their precedents. Built on these elementary codes where terms and accounts are adequate at the level of meaning of the informants (Van Maanen 1983), axial coding was further performed to examine the relationships between and among the first-order codes, the results of which were later consolidated into higher-order themes. This iterative process of comparing analytical reasoning and interpretation with evolving categories continued until the empirical data failed to reveal new findings (Strauss and Corbin 1990).

As is shown in Table 2, interpreters were locally sampled from the company database taking into consideration the diversity of languages (European and Asian languages) and ethnic backgrounds, years of working experience (ranging from one to twenty years), qualifications and training records. As such, four management staff of Insight (Table 3) and the group of practising interpreters naturally form the two units of analysis for the case study, with each attending to specific issues but altogether generating a global picture of the complex demand-supply system of PSI. The following section reports the findings.

---

Table 2. Interpreters’ backgrounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age (Years)</th>
<th>Years of interpreting experience</th>
<th>Most frequent work settings</th>
<th>Education background (“TI” is short for “Translation and Interpreting”)</th>
<th>Working languages</th>
<th>Main providers of professional development training (“prf” is short for “professional”)</th>
<th>No. of contact agencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>MSc in TI and languages</td>
<td>German, Italian</td>
<td>agencies</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>3–5</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>BA in laws, DPSI</td>
<td>Slovak, Czech</td>
<td>agencies</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>50–59</td>
<td>5–7</td>
<td>Court</td>
<td>DPSI</td>
<td>Latvian, Russian</td>
<td>agencies</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>Court</td>
<td>BA in languages, DPSI</td>
<td>Czech</td>
<td>CIOL, agencies, Home Office</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>7–10</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>MA in education, DPSI, Polish</td>
<td>prf bodies, agencies</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>7–10</td>
<td>Court</td>
<td>MA in TI, DPSI</td>
<td>German, French</td>
<td>agencies</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>3–5</td>
<td>Court</td>
<td>BA in laws, DPSI</td>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>prf bodies, agencies</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>3–5</td>
<td>Court</td>
<td>MSc in TI</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>prf bodies, agencies</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>40–49</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>Court</td>
<td>BA in languages</td>
<td>Slovak, Czech</td>
<td>agencies</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>hospital</td>
<td>BA in languages</td>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>agencies</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>20–29</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>hospital</td>
<td>BA in other fields, DPSI</td>
<td>Cantonese</td>
<td>agencies</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>40–49</td>
<td>7–10</td>
<td>Court</td>
<td>BA in other fields, DPSI</td>
<td>Mandarin</td>
<td>agencies, Home Office</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>3–5</td>
<td>Court</td>
<td>BA in other fields, DPSI</td>
<td>Lithuanian</td>
<td>prf bodies, agencies</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>40–49</td>
<td>3–5</td>
<td>hospital</td>
<td>others</td>
<td>Somali/Arabic</td>
<td>agencies</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>5–7</td>
<td>hospital</td>
<td>BA in other fields, DPSI</td>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>agencies</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. The backgrounds of members of Insight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age (Years)</th>
<th>Responsibilities in the agency</th>
<th>Years of interpreting experience</th>
<th>Education background</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>Booking management</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>MA in TI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>Booking management / Training support</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>BA in languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>Training officer</td>
<td>5–7</td>
<td>BA in languages, DPSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>40–49</td>
<td>Executive director</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>DPSI, MBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Interpreting work management: Compact, complex and competitive

Insight shares many traits of virtual enterprises in that it does not employ any in-house interpreters but has over 200 registered sessional workers at its disposal. Only two managers are permanent staff, with two self-employed interpreters contributing several hours a day in the office to deal with booking and other administrative work. Insight therefore has a compact management structure covering a wide range of responsibilities, which can be broadly categorised into human resources management (HRM), booking management, behavioural management and consultancy.

5.1 HRM: “Picking the right frame of mind”

HRM accounts for a large proportion of Insight’s internal activities. Each interpreter with Insight has to go through a 1.5-hour assessment (sometimes longer) comprising interviews and interpreting assessments. This line of work is handled as it would be at comparable mainstream interpreting agencies which collect candidate practitioners’ CVs online and file copies of certificates, at best followed by a brief phone chat with the candidate. “No matter what they claim on the paper, we check. We don’t assume”, said one of the managers [A-mng-1]. For them, the interview is not only a channel to become acquainted with the applicants and scrutinise their command of relevant non-linguistic knowledge (e.g., professional ethics, work motivation and cultural inclusivity), but functions more as a test of the ‘person-organisation fit’. In other words, those who are linguistically competent but do not suit the organisational culture are likely to be excluded. Of central

---

4. To mark the different sets of data, A refers to naturally-occurring data and B to elicited data: mng = manager, int = interpreter, doc = documentary data. Individuals within each category are assigned a number.
importance is that “people get into this profession with the right frame of mind” [A-director]. In the words of a manager who commented on a candidate:

What I find most difficult is when you have someone who is not too sure, a bit hesitant about certain meaning, and he thinks that it is ok or actually better than someone who says the complete wrong thing — that is a very dangerous act! [A-mng-2]

Such remarks point to the agency’s preference for those who are honest in revealing the complexity of an interpreter’s decision-making or show no trace of over-assertiveness. Often, candidates making a poor impression in this round appear to stand little chance of being selected, no matter how well they perform in the following assessment. The sequence of these two procedures also reflects Insight’s intention to implement a set of organisationally-defined criteria in PSI practice. Language skills are tested through role plays in the three general settings of PSI — legal, medical, and local government — which models the DPSI exams. Most importantly, the kind of setting(s) at which a candidate excels will be noted down in his or her profile for booking purposes.

Informants described their assessment experiences as ‘challenging’, ‘stressed’ or ‘surprising’, since none of them had been checked by other agencies to such an extent. Indeed, there remains a tacit rule in the market that quantity supersedes quality — in other words, agencies build reputations simply by showing how much work they have undertaken for previous clients (number of assignments, number of languages used, size of the pool of practitioners hired to provide services, and so forth). When Insight was approached by a larger agency with the opportunity of collaborative provision, the director commented:

He said he gonna use the old ones in their book. It’s not been updated for years. He doesn’t even know if they [the interpreters] have changed job or still stay there but, they won’t check...you know, these days no one would bother until the point we know we won the contract, that’s how procurement drives. [A-director]

Such a situation has been verified by a few interpreters who “have never seen the face behind the phone every time they [agencies] call” [B-int-6]. One stated:

They found me from the Translator’s Café and didn’t ask me for anything before sending me to the job. Every time I spoke to a different person and I don’t think they are keen on knowing me.

The above quotes allude to a view that some agencies thrive on tendering for and securing procurement contracts. The lack of investment and interest in this profession is seen as rendering HRM an unused practice in such agencies, and ‘real’ interpreters (i.e., educated, capable and available) a precarious occupational group.
HRM is also exemplified in the extent of support that Insight gives to interpreters. Before each assignment, the administrative team will brief interpreters with contextualised information that can help to reduce the uncertainty of the workplace. Advice includes, for example, “if you don’t see the solicitor, the police guarding at the door of the courtroom is usually your man. He’s got a list of names to call” [A-mng-2], or “the nurse may ask you to stay in the ward but make sure you wear the blue disposable gown outside, just next to handrail” [A-mng-1]. In turn, interpreters find Insight colleagues extremely good at helping them to “learn the ropes of the job” [B-int-5]. They mostly feel that they are able to obtain suggestions that could not have come from elsewhere. In fact, the majority of the participants express their confusion at the procedural knowledge that comes to play in specific work settings. Yet such knowledge is “very hard to obtain from those who haven’t done the job” [B-int-7]. Some participants convey their hesitation to call agencies with queries for fear of being labelled as incompetent or losing jobs: “I am a bit scared to tell them what I feel difficult about, because they might be judgy of me and nothing gonna be resolved anyway.” [B-int-11]

To tackle the above, the director of Insight describes their strategy as a “non-agency approach”, the rationale of which is explained thus:

I don’t want a thousand names on our book. That’s not the type of agency we are. We need to know every single person who is working for us and have some sort of relationship with us, and feel that they belong to us, somehow. [A-director]

5.2 Booking management: “Travel time matters”

Booking management is perhaps the most basic function of all interpreting agencies. Just as individual interpreters are salaried by assignments, agencies are rewarded by meeting each booking request from client organisations. One fundamental principle of booking is “dispatching the right person to the right place at the right time” [A-mng-1]. In reality, it is much more easily said than done. The first reason is that Insight’s choice is largely limited by being the secondary supplier for many contracts, i.e., only offered work assignments that a primary contractor cannot satisfy. As most ‘popular jobs’ will go straight to the first-tier contractor, Insight is inevitably faced with what members call the “leftovers” — typically last-minute requests or at remote locations. As a result, booking becomes a more exacting task, as the chances of locating an available and qualified interpreter become smaller. Worse still, the ‘law of the jungle’ that applies in the market does not allow managers much time to hesitate: “Clients won’t wait, and there are plenty of agencies will say yes if we can’t cover” [A-mng-2].
It is perhaps for these two reasons that specific procedures are designed by Insight to minimise the chance of missing any offer of jobs. Operators are instructed to follow pre-set steps that “always secure an interpreter first and then immediately assure the client”. The response time for each request is measured to underpin their corporate strength in “providing the fastest possible response to clients” and to “remind people to speed up” [A-director]. There are a number of factors affecting work allocation. Among others, being (un)able to drive and the distance to the workplace are frequently raised when booking interpreters:

We pay travel time, but do you drive? We think travel time matters because we don’t want to charge our clients three-hours travel time if we can avoid it. So I think the job in [name] area would be nearer to you… [A-mng-2]

On other occasions, driving ability becomes a criterion even in the early selection process of trainees, as revealed in a conversation by two members:

A-mng-1: So she’s studying Health [option] but she failed the main part of the exam [DPSI], only got a letter of credit.
A-mng-2: Yeah but she drives. That’s great. And also she doesn’t get a lot of jobs from others.
A-mng-1: Yeah. That’s a plus, because we then won’t only have you [who can drive].

Informants also report that using Google Maps to measure their actual travel time is problematic: “I often end up spending more on waiting for the bus or stuck in traffic” [B-int-10]. Some claimed that underestimation of the travel time would make them feel their work was underappreciated: “I wouldn’t have taken the job if I knew my travel is not properly paid. It took me three hours total on the way for only a 10-minute assignment” [B-int-3].

Effective matching of interpreters to assignments requires consideration of human variables as well as rapid calculation of the financial costs of hiring one practitioner or another. Insight meticulously classifies each interpreter’s expertise in the entry assessment. Yet we found that the recorded strengths of a specific practitioner can easily go unnoticed amongst the list of practical matters that have to be weighed in the balance. These include the rareness of the language in the respective country, since DPSI qualifications are not readily available for all languages, and gender requirements imposed for the assignment (there being fewer male than female interpreters). The degree of urgency may also be a factor — there may be insufficient time to get hold of the ideal person — as may transport costs and accessibility. It may be impossible to reschedule the appointment, even if this would improve the interpreting, which may mean that the event must go ahead whatever the quality of interpreting available. When all these factors come
into play simultaneously for a particular appointment, making the best match can become impossible.

Interpreters can therefore feel pressure to cover the job, especially when the agents sound desperate. Some informants reveal that managers in Insight “can be a bit of pushy as well, but in a nice way” [B-int-13]. Over half of the interviewees indicate that it is not always straightforward to say ‘no’ to certain agencies. One was concerned about losing work: “they would remember the times I refuse the job and tend to phone me less afterwards” [B-int-9]. Others believe “some agencies would blacklist me if I don’t do the job or ask them to pay more” [B-int-4].

In the case where the constraining factors are kept to the minimum, the key to reducing work uncertainty and performance errors lies in the amount and the quality of the information passed on to interpreters to prepare. As commented by the director:

> Our clients tell us that they would like to share more details but they are also restricted by confidentiality. It takes time for them to understand our profession but we always ask them for more, or advise them at least [to] brief interpreters before the meeting. [A-director]

This point is strongly confirmed by interpreters, many of whom seem to have many years’ familiarity with the unpredictability of the conversations they are expected to interpret between the primary participants:

> I guess that’s part of our job. I mean I can do whatever I can based on what I have at hand. If they are reluctant to share information, then they have to be responsible for my mistakes too. [B-int-7]

The above quote seems to indicate that the interpreters’ code of ethics, which includes an adherence to confidentiality just as other professionals have, does not seem to be widely recognised (and perhaps trusted) by the public.

5.3 Behavioural management: “If someone hands you a red packet…”

To enhance performance at the actual place of the interpreting assignment, Insight’s managers have designed a set of internal work rules. These rules bear strong corporate traits in that they are not always constituted as standard parts of the code of practice but in many ways create a procedure out of the behaviour of interpreters at work. It was found that there are more ‘identity rules’ designed to mark members’ collective identity than ‘security rules’ that are mainly concerned with the safety of interpreters.

Typically, interpreters are required to follow the bespoke dress code to “represent Insight in a responsible manner” [A-mng-1]. In the words of the director:
We are probably the only agency that insists on people’s dressing to do interpreting, because we’re trying to forge a professional image. We want to make sure the people sent out by us are presentable, not like, just rolling out of the bed.

[A-director]

Each interpreter is given a company badge on which an ID photo and his or her name is placed below Insight’s trademark. Before an assignment starts, interpreters are obliged to recite the “Self-Introduction” text at the back of the badge, which starts with: “My name is ____ from Insight” and proceeds with a succinct explanation of the role of interpreters and key interpreting protocols. The purpose of that, as explained by one manager, is to “make this as a procedure” because “it’s important to establish the boundary at the beginning” [A-mng-1].

The organisational imperative is also shown in managers’ rule-based construal of interpreting ethics. Insight interpreters are often reminded to “maintain confidentiality at all times” and told that the failure to do so will be regarded as “breaching the code” [A-director]. Similarly, “being impartial” has been redirected to novice interpreters as “keep[ing] a professional distance from the clients” [A-int-4], which some feel obliged to do but struggle in practice to obey: “In my culture, if someone hands you a red packet in some occasions, you can’t really refuse! It’s very rude to say no” [A-int-12].

Hardly any formal measures against work environment hazards are in place, apart from a “home-visit protocol” note attached to the details of assignment sent to interpreters (Figure 2) [A-doc]:

![Figure 2. Screenshot of an email from the documentary data](image)

But even the original intention for this message is not entirely related to the concerns of the security risks that interpreters might be exposed to. As explained by the director:

Someone went in with the family in the house, by the time the official arrived, they are there having a cup of tea. The official didn’t like that. When the appointment

5. In China and other East Asian countries, a monetary gift wrapped up inside a red packet or an envelope may be given to mark a special occasion such as a wedding, graduation or the birth of a baby.
finished, the interpreter stayed behind and finished the tea. Later we got a complaint for that. [A-director]

Not all participants are comfortable with such required practices. Concerns are sometimes raised when interpreters arrive earlier than the official at the respective premise:

I have never managed to arrive at the same time with the health visitor. When I’m waiting around a dodgy area, to be honest I feel a bit scared. I actually feel safer with the clients at home than standing outside. [B-int-7]

None of the interviewees mentioned any training to assess the risks of the workplace, nor have they ever been informed of the potential dangers posed by particular clients and places. Although they agreed that the health and safety measures are inadequate, they were not sure who to consider responsible for that:

We are self-employed so I guess we have to take care of ourselves. Besides, agencies are not necessarily reliable, if we are warned of danger, who gonna do their jobs? [B-int-15]

One police interpreter mentioned the danger of wearing their ID badge in the cell: “I’m not sure about this because those criminals can remember my name easily and our community is quite small” [B-int-2]. Company rules like this disregard the mental burden added to the interpreters at work and pose a threat to their security outside the workplace, thus compromising the characteristics and needs of the human operators — the central concern of cognitive ergonomics in the work system design.

5.4 Consultancy

Consultancy work tries to harness the extensive efforts of the stakeholders to improve working conditions of interpreters. This mainly consists of providing training and advice to two audiences: other local interpreting agencies and public sector bodies. In search of the substance of this kind of expert insight, we found one email especially illuminating in that it points out some common ergonomic barriers created by agencies (Figure 3) [A-doc]:

Key points that are highlighted are the omissions of client’s age, ambiguous instruction of time and place, and unclear subject information. Such issues may appear to be trivial in the eyes of many booking operators, but matter substantially for interpreters’ frontline performance. Through working with local agencies, managers believe that they can “raise standards on a national scale by subscribing their partners to a common set of standards” [A-mng-1].
In doing so, Insight allows for sharing information and good practice. Their approach has been adopted by several other agencies and has penetrated into the daily practice of local interpreters. Two local councils have requested their support in recruiting interpreters and organising training. Also, in its engagement with national healthcare providers, Insight was entrusted to devise a collaborative working guideline clarifying the responsibilities of health service providers, patients with preferred communication other than spoken English and interpreting agencies. These indications underline the organisation's status among relevant partners.

6. Discussion

At the beginning of this paper, we referred to the sharp contrast between the growing number of regulatory frameworks and the deteriorating working conditions for interpreters. While it is outside the scope of this article to investigate the political motivation behind the professionalisation scheme, the fact that the agencies' professionalisation policies produce limited effects on front-line interpreting work makes clear that something is malfunctioning in the current institutional network-system of PSI. This assumption leads us to refocus on the ergonomics of interpreting agencies which not only shape the worker/work interaction, but also in many ways reconstruct the model of interpreting professionalism in practice for the entire occupational group. Centring on this overarching aim, we addressed the first research question about the extent to which human factors are incorporated.
in the organisational design by identifying a set of organisational imperatives for recruitment, work allocation, professional ethics and collaborative working. While some of the measures in place have presumably been introduced to enhance knowledge exchange and interprofessional communication, others were felt to have tightened managerial control above individual autonomy and even put interpreters’ safety at risk. As to the second objective, i.e., identifying the ergonomic issues which remain obstructive in practice, the findings illuminate the impact of management measures upon interpreting practice and reflect practitioners’ perceptions of workplace ergonomics. Specifically, interpreters drew attention to, among other things, the lack of information provided for the assignment, lack of training and support, incompatible reward, stress and anxiety arising from being found incompetent by the agency, safety hazards in the workplace, and conflicting identities. Significant aspects of these ergonomic factors are discussed further on.

The study identified a range of management activities taking place within Insight. Seen from the viewpoints of managers and interpreters, these attempts by and large underpin an improved organisational design that enables a better fit between interpreters and the specific work they are offered. Bridger (2003, 1) argues that a better human-machine/system interaction can be achieved by “designing in” a better interface to make the system more compatible with the task and the user. By this logic, the core “designing-in” mechanism that runs such compatibility tests in Insight is the HRM team, a managerial component commonly missing from mainstream agencies. For ergonomics, the human constitutes an integral part of the system and must be fully incorporated into the system design: “Human requirements are thus system requirements, rather than secondary considerations” (Bridger 2003, 3). However, we did not find that interpreters were treated in the same way as ergonomists might expect. Instead, agencies on the whole are still responding to the job demands in a rather shallow fashion, and often without an in-depth understanding of either the person supposedly being matched or of the work itself. This triggers debate on whether PSIs are essentially high-skilled knowledge workers or low-paid, blue-collar labourers who are only indulged in the illusion of professionalisation. Interpreters face similar ergonomic risks to those characterising precarious employment elsewhere in the workforce (e.g., call-centre staff), typically including limited access to work, little freedom to refuse inappropriate tasks and ineffective communication — see Quinlan and Bohle (2004). A robust recruitment process, such as that which is being rolled out by Insight, can possibly reduce some chaotic arrangements. It not only draws a clearer occupational boundary to prevent the employment of untrained, lay interpreters, but also filters out candidates who might be bilingually competent yet lack the intercultural mediation skills to manage co-construction processes (Turner 1995) and triadic interaction (Pöchhacker 2008). Moreover, through face-to-face
interviews, practitioners’ strengths and weaknesses can be identified and recorded for later-stage management.

Worth mentioning here are Insight members’ efforts to acculturate new candidates. Their intention to shape the habits of interpreters and expect them to embody a certain organisational ‘character’ again indicates that an organisational template is taking shape to unify an otherwise diverse, flexible workforce. This resonates with their intention to humanise the work of interpreters, i.e., treat individual interpreters with more care and respect. As reinforced in the interviews, interpreters’ human needs do not normally earn the attention of agencies (either because agencies are not motivated or lack expertise). Interpreters’ social and collegial needs are largely unmet owing to the fragmented nature of the work. The communicative gaps between individual interpreters and agencies are thus widened, which is bound to deepen the incompatibility problem arising from lack of effective matching of practitioners to assignments.

Two key consequences emerge from the data here. Firstly, the procedural knowledge produced in the process of doing interpreting jobs cannot be properly circulated and codified. The “network of practice” (Barley and Kunda 2004, 271) that serves as the major channel of information exchange for itinerant workers is interrupted as agencies are imposing prohibitive rules. Secondly, interpreters hold a sense of distrust toward agencies, which are thought to control a pool of jobs but not necessarily to allocate them based on ergonomic rationality. The suspicion and fear of losing the job is thus likely to strain the occupational limits of interpreters while concurrently intensifying their anxiety and estrangement at work. The situation is worsened by dominant agencies operating under non-expert management with inadequate understanding of the work tasks — a common source of disorder for contingent employment relationships (Kunda et al. 2002). In this connection, Insight’s HRM activities — in particular, the attention they pay to vetting and support — substantially ease the ergonomic tensions perplexing PSIs in addition to the challenges presented by the delivery of actual linguistic services.

This is, however, not to say that the actual task of matching practitioners to assignments is solely based on the capabilities of interpreters. Despite the fact that interpreters have been organised according to levels and areas of competence, the booking priorities in reality are often subject to change as a result of environmental constraints. While many participants attribute their deteriorating working conditions to the unethical conduct of agencies, the results reveal that even agencies such as Insight are still struggling to offer clients better treatment in practice. Suffice it to say here that the top-down contractualism prevalent in the British public sector is liable to reproduce the current ergonomic obstacles for PSIs. This perhaps accounts for the identified decisions made by the managers (e.g., travel time, last-minute requests) that sometimes tip the scales in favour of minimising
costs rather than maximising compatibility between interpreter and assignment. The managerial imperatives (e.g., response-time monitoring and Google-Map checks) set in place can therefore be understood as ways to enhance workers’ performance or, perhaps more convincingly, to exercise disciplinary power over professional discretion, the intention of which hardly does justice to the ergonomic needs of interpreters.

Apart from reflecting upon the innate limit and characteristics of human operators, what equally matters to the compatibility equation is the configuration of the workplace environment. In other words, the improvement of a system can also be done by designing-out factors in the workspace that degrade the interactions between human and the milieu (Bridger 2003). While this appears to be beyond the direct control of agencies, the quality of the information they co-produce with the client organisations shapes the professional efficacy of interpreters’ work.

Feedback from the participants indicates that the lack of industry consensus on what and how much information should be shared prior to work poses various ergonomic challenges to PSIs. The absence of pre-assignment detail prevents them from conducting full risk assessments; nor is it feasible to predict the physical, cognitive, and emotional difficulties arising from the variety of work settings, be they hospitals, prisons or private homes. The sparse infrastructure for reporting protection failures and managing interpreters’ safety chimes with the research on broader categories of agency workers and precarious work (Aronsson 1999; Quinlan, Mayhew, and Bohle 2001). Here, we provide evidence of another vulnerable occupational group, PSIs, who work closely with the service providers on the ground but are left isolated from the work planning conversations happening backstage. Surrounded by market-oriented managerial rhetoric, hardly any constructive suggestions based on the actual ergonomic experiences of interpreters can directly feed into the work process design at the policy level. In our case, it is apparent that Insight’s consultancy capacity benefits wider groups of interpreters. Certain problematic procedures (e.g., disregarding “patient’s age or DOB” in Figure 3) that have been employed for years are brought to light owing to their collaborative working strategy with the stakeholders. As shown in one of the examples, agencies should be aware that the day of birth (DOB) of the client can be a piece of important information for interpreters. For example, in cases where the patient is a baby or young child, the interpreter may end up interpreting for the parents instead.

Previous research also reports that agency workers suffer from a number of ergonomic discomforts at work, such as mental stress, volatile work pace, irregular working hours, low pay, problematic job locations and workplace disorganisation (Underhill and Quinlan 2011; Quinlan, Bohle, and Rawlings-Way 2015). We confirm the presence of these factors in the provision of PSI services and identify
issues that have not been discussed explicitly, including interpreters’ conflicting identities and agencies’ rule-based interpretation of ethics. The former creates a dilemma about the extent to which interpreters should follow the rules of agencies. Their self-employed status is overshadowed by the power of agencies — so much so that they no longer treat agencies as their clients (Ozolins 2007). Rather, they abide by the rules of wearing badges as if they are employed and thus representing their employers. This is even done at the expense of exposing their names to potentially threatening clients, or staying in an unsafe environment to keep their role ‘neutral’ (in the home-visit example).

Furthermore, regulating the practice of ethics by giving strict “dos and don’ts” to interpreters does not seem to relieve their decisional pressure at work. On the contrary, it has been argued that an over-proceduralisation of their work restricts interpreters’ ability to think analytically and cope with the multifaceted challenges at work (Dean 2015) — the core component of any knowledge-based profession claiming jurisdiction by the body of inaccessible knowledge (Abbott 1988). Previous research (e.g., Tate and Turner 1997) has critically evaluated the rule-based understanding of interpreting ethics in practice. Our findings indicate that this trend is probably in part driven by the managerial zeal to standardise work procedures and tighten control over professionals’ decision-making. From the perspective of ergonomics, this inevitably reduces interpreters’ scope to adjust their work activities according to personal conditions such as fatigue, anxiety or the fear of the consequences of breaching a code of employment.

Through an ergonomic investigation of the work process of PSI in the UK, it thus becomes clearer why high-level professionalisation efforts have so far generated relatively little traction. We argue that this is fundamentally down to the power of the front-line organisations that are centrally involved in interpreting practices. Among others, agencies are particularly pivotal in formulating the workplace order and managing ergonomic challenges through working with service providers. Yet our study shows agencies’ ambiguous role in advancing this cause, or even steering practising interpreters away from the broader social-technical systems of PSI. The evidence presented leads us to conclude that ergonomic problems are inherent in the current design of a PSI system comprising various organisational interfaces that intersect with interpreting practice. Given that the constraining factors are, in many ways, affecting the quality of situated interpreting activities, we contend that there is a need for research to extend the notion of interpreting workplace beyond the space where communication-mediation tasks are performed, to where interpreting services are planned, organised and managed. Further research should therefore explore the ergonomic experience of interpreters and describe the implications arising from this flexible mode of employment.
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